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Taipei Marriott Hotel
Splendid Dazhi, Urban Oasis
Taipei Marriott Hotel is an international hotel, conference center, shopping mall, and green
area all rolled into one, which makes Dazhi, Taipei more splendid as an international urban
oasis complex.

As the very first Marriott hotel in Taiwan, Taipei
Marriott Hotel was invested and developed in an aim
to be the largest international resort & convention
hotel by Sherwood hotel group. With its prime
location as a hub, it is conveniently access to
Songshan Airport, Neihu Science Park, and Nangang
Exhibition Hall. Taipei Marriott Hotel is equipped
with 13 multi-functional conference rooms, which are
suitable for big conferences, small meetings or
banquets. Since 60% of the hotel is covered with
vegetation, Taipei Marriott Hotel is known as green
urban resort hotel. With all kinds of plants in the
garden, the feeling of entering an urban resort hotel
arises when getting into the hotel. “The Butterflies”
by Manolo Valdez exhibiting in the New York Botanical Garden and Chatsworth House not only
delivers its art spirit, but also represents the reputation of Taiwan being the kingdom of
butterflies.
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9.9 Meter Ceiling, Column-less ballroom, Supercars can park on the 5th floor.
Taipei Marriott Hotel has the largest conference center among all international hotels in Taipei.
35,850 sq ft of space contains 13 multi-functional conference rooms. Among all, Grand
Ballroom has 9.9 meter ceiling and 13,555 sq ft of space. The large freight elevator in the hotel
makes it happen for luxurious cars to drive all the way up to 5th floor without a crane.

▲Grand Ballroom can accommodate 1,500 people.

▲August, 2015 Taiwan Porche UPGO launched Black Edition in Taipei Marriott Hotel.
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Besides, Grand Ballroom has 10 three-layer chandeliers with LED lighting and is equipped with
55 sets of BOSE audio equipment, and 9 300”and a 360”projection screen curtain. The banquet
room can be divided into 17 different rooms with mobile partitions. With the latest
technology-PLNET lighting control from Lite-Puter, no matter it is a small party for 50 or a big
banquet for 100, the lighting can be controlled to its best advantage.
Special art pieces introduce the beauty of Taiwan
Except for the art pieces of butterflies, Taipei Marriott
Hotel also surprises you with some Taiwan elements art
pieces. Behind the reception, a 9-meter tall hand painted
wall art is presented by a Canadian art team. The beauty
of Taiwan is shown vividly.

▲Lobby
Garden Kitchen
At the first stage of soft opening, both lounge and Garden Kitchen are available. The hallway to the
restaurant is designed into arches. The lighting is dimmed to form an entirely different atmosphere. The
feeling of sitting in the restaurant and having good food is like being in a garden.
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Applying Lite-Puter PLNET lighting control system can save cost for at least 75%
on piping and wiring.
The wiring cost for Taipei Marriott Hotel could be pretty high; therefore, almost the entire
hotel applies PLNET lighting control system. When using PLNET system, signal wire is not
required. One power line can have up to 96 channels. At least 75% of wiring and piping costs
can be saved.
16,384 steps of resolution, 0-100% of dimming output
Lite-Puter applies professional human visual conception which makes LED can be dimmed
from 0 to 100% of dimming output with precision and accuracy. Even 1% remains stable. This
technology has not only solved the problems that traditional LED might encounter, but also
save the costs for wiring and piping.

